
 

BUTLER PTA Board Meeting Janaury 21
st
, 2015 7:00 pm 

Minutes taken by David Engerman for Stephanie Wratten, Recording Secretary 

 

Attending: Mudafer Al-Ziyadi, Khalid Alsobhi, Kate Bowen, Barbara Bulfoni, Sterling 

Crockett, Maribel Carvajal, David Engerman (for Stephanie Wratten), Philip Frabetti, Alexandra 

Goho, Scott Hoerle, Mauro Lance, Miriam Lapson, Michael McAllister, Rose O’Neil, Ann 

Ozawa, Jay Peck, J.J. Rohrer, Laura VanderHart 

 

 

Principal’s Report – Michael McAllister 

PARCC 

Principal Michael McAllister offered a wide-ranging and informative presentation on the new 

statewide testing program for Massachusetts, comparing the new PARCC (Partnership for 

Assessing Readiness for College and Career) to the previous statewide assessment, MCAS 

(Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System).  He started by explaining some of the 

background of the exam: 

* Some Butler classes piloted PARCC last year; this year is “for real”; 

* The test is designed to be completed on computers, but for the time being students in Belmont 

will complete them on paper; 

* For this year only, districts could choose between MCAS and PARCC; like 90% of other 

districts, Belmont has opted for PARCC – at least for elementary and middle schools; BHS will 

still use MCAS; 

* PARCC will be administered in fifteen states this year; the Massachusetts Commissioner of 

Education is one of the leading proponents of PARCC, and very active in the partnership that 

created it. 

 

By way of logistics: 

* PARCC will be administered twice per year for each subject – at the elementary level 

including only Mathematics and English/Language Arts (ELA); 

* PARCC examinations are much briefer than MCAS, which was untimed and occupied most of 

a school day; students (except for a few with special accommodations) will have 75 minutes to 

complete each test; 

* The first administration will be between March 23 and April 3, the second administration in 

May; 

 

Mike also circulated sample ELA and Math PARCC tests to discuss the content, again in 

comparison with MCAS: 

* PARCC seems to assess skills, while MCAS was much more about discrete knowledge (what 

is a noun or a perimeter)? 



* PARCC, unlike MCAS most other standardized tests, can have more than one correct answer, 

for which students need to fill in more than one bubble; 

* PARCC’s ELA is well-suited for elementary school students, with pictures as well as 

numbered text lines for reading assessments; 

 

In the ensuing discussion, Mike explained a few ways that Butler and Belmont will be preparing 

students for PARCC – some right away, others still under discussion: 

* A key concern is preparing students to use computers, including keyboard and mouse skills. 

* MCAS used the exams to test out new questions; how this would work in PARCC was not yet 

clear. 

 

Overall, Mike indicated that he was “worried but not panicked” about PARCC.  It would be 

better than MCAS – which could at times be “arbitrary” in testing specific knowledge or in its 

writing prompts – and more accurately tests the skills that Butler faculty consider important.  He 

was pleased that PARCC fit well with the major themes of instruction at Butler. 

 

Treasurer’s Report  - Sterling Crockett 

* Noted a small change in budget to reflect items approved in last years professional 

development fund-a-need.  

 

 

Updates 
Electronic Recycling – Philip Frabetti/Laura VanderHart  

* We are seeking a new vendor after an incident came to light indicating that the vendor had 

handled the material improperly; 

* We have bids from three vendors and are comparing projected costs, which are based on a flat 

rate plus per-item fees; 

* The event will take place in early May (either the 2
nd

 or the 9
th

), depending on the date of the 

town-wide recycling day; 

* As in the past, this event will coincide with Spring Clean-Up. 

 

Fun Run – Jump Rope Assembly - Laura VanderHart 

* The jump rope assembly is confirmed for March 27
th

 from 9:15 am – 10 am; 

* Ted Trodden has agreed to organize, and will choose students to serve as helpers. 

 

Green Cup Energy Challenge - Kate Bowen  

* This is a new event to Butler, though schools like Wellington launched last year through the 

Green Teams Alliance; 

* Last year, Wellington achieved an 11.5% reduction in energy use; 

* This is part of a national competition seeking to save energy through “behavioral changes” – 

turning lights off, unplugging devices, etc. 

* We have the support of the Department of Community Development for a town-wide initiative; 

* The national competition period – January 11 through February 14 – was awkward for Butler; 

* As a result, the present Butler initiative is only for 3
rd

 graders, who are currently working on a 

unit on electricity; they will do weekly readings of the electrical meter to track the impact of 

their efforts; 



* Butler will later extend the competition – perhaps with another Butler elementary school – in a 

month long program for the whole school.  

 

PTA Bylaws Committee - Mauro Lance  

* The committee met prior to the PTA meeting on January 21, with committee members Barbara 

Bulfoni, Laura VanderHart, Ed Ozawa, and chaired by Mauro Lance. 

* The updated bylaws will need to be approved by the statewide PTA; such updates are required 

every three years, with our most recent update overdue; 

* After considerable discussion, the committee decided to keep the bylaws focused on 

governance, and decided that current version already includes instances for conflict 

resolution.  The Executive Board will develop a procedure (not to be included in the bylaws) to 

cover executive decisions between board meetings. 

* Any suggestions for changes to the bylaws can be emailed to butlerptabylaws@gmail.com. 

 

Nominating Committee – Barbara Bulfoni  

* According to the bylaws, this committee needs to have a chair at least six months before 

making nominations, so this should be done as soon as possible; 

* Though there will be a call in the next newsletter, attendees were encouraged to contact 

Barbara with any suggestions. 

  

Spring Event – Laura VanderHart/Frank Dill  

* Last year, the group decided to replace a spring auction with a Fun Run plus a separate spring 

event; 

* The Fun Run went very well, so a second fundraiser no longer seems necessary; 

* Some PTA members are interested in a spring event like the International Fair, but given the 

success of the Fun Run, this could focus on fun, rather than fund-raising; 

* Recent Butler nights at Conley’s had attracted only a few families;  

* One wrinkle in event planning is that the town will no longer offer event permits for potlucks 

due to concerns about food preparation; in the ensuing discussion, Barbara indicated that baked 

goods were exempt from such concerns; 

* Members present discussed various possibilities: 

 -a get-together with food trucks (Kate Bowen described a contact who might help); 

 -a Saturday afternoon “games around the world” event; 

 -an adult-focused event at Flatbread Pizza in Somerville;  

* J.J. Rohrer offered the software used for BASEP registration, which could also be used for 

event sign-ups. 

* The group concluded that an International Fair would be appropriate, and will continue to 

discuss other options for the future. 

 

BASEP winter/spring registration - Kate Abruzzi/Barbara Bulfoni  

* The session will run from January 29 through May 8; 

* Only three classes were cancelled: Chinese Yoyo, Superhero Science, Anatomy Academy; the 

latter two had six-week sessions; 

* There are about 200 hundred students registered, 65 on Fridays alone; 

* Sixteen parents have volunteered to serve as hall monitors; 

* The full budget for scholarships was used. 

mailto:butlerptabylaws@gmail.com


* The after-school enrichment program is expanding into a before-school class on Mindfulness, 

which will meet for 35 minutes two mornings per week – and is open to students and parents; 

  

 

Brief Review of Upcoming Events:  
Thursday, January 29 – BASEP winter/spring session starts (Kate Abruzzi/Barbara Bulfoni) 

Friday, January 30 – Box Tops Collection (Alita Sullivan/Julianne Vidaver)  

Friday, January 30, 7-8 – Ice Skating Night (Jenny and John Murphy) – may have pizza for sale; 

linked to food drive; will have swap box of skates (outside office) 

Friday, February 6 – Library Night and Bake Sale (Parveen Duncan/Katie Auffinger) – will 

feature celebrity readers, a book swap, crafts, and a bake sale; need for volunteers for crafts 

Friday, March 6 – Math and Science Night (Julie Crockett/Jay Peck) – still seeking more 

volunteers; hope to have lineup set by February break; 

  

Saturday, April 11 – Talent Show (Scott Hoerle and Lisa O’Neil) – seeking an expert with MP3 

files to handle the audio work; may put call in newsletter  

 

 

Final Notes: 

* Kevin Sullivan has resigned from the Health/Safety Committee, but Kate Bowen has agreed to 

chair this solo; 

* Kate Bowen also mentioned a showing of the documentary “Fed Up” to take place on 

Wednesday, March 5. 

 

 


